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Horse Harness Measurement instructions 

Preferably all measurements in centimetres  

If you don’t have a material dress making tape use a piece of string to measure and then 

measure the lengths of string often the easiest way especially for the girth measurement. 

We would normally supply two photos of well fitted harness to help guide you 

approximately to where the normal positions of harness would be. 

It is almost impossible to be exact, to the nearest 2cm would generally be close enough!  

Measurement A: Noseband 

Measure all around the horse nose approximately 2.5cm (1”) below the nose bone. 

 

Measurement A1: Front Band / Browband 

Measure around the front of the head below and past the ears tom where bridle cheek 

pieces would be (not an essential measurement but useful - and can measured from an 

existing well-fitting bridle.  

Measurement B: Cheeks and Headpiece  

Measure from corner of mouth all the way up and over the head behind ears and down to 

corner of mouth on the other side of head. 
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Measurement C: Neck Strap 

Measure from the wither to the front middle of breast and  

Measurement C3: Wither Strap 

Measure directly down from the top of the wither too centre of where the breast collar 

would sit  

Measurement D: Breast Collar 

Measure middle of saddle pad around the front of the horse to middle of saddle pad the 

other side. 

Measurement K: Martingale 

Measure from front centre breast collar down between legs to girth position  

Measurement E: Circumference Saddle-Girth 

Measure all around the horse just before the wither  
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Measurement F:  Crupper 

Measure from where the saddle would sit all along the back of the horse to where the tail 

starts. 

Measurement G: Breeching 1 Horse (Single) 

Measure from just in front of the stifle keeping the measure level around the bum of the 

horse to the other side same position just in front of the stifle (include the Rings). 

Measurement G1: Breeching 2 Horse (Pair) 

Measure from middle of saddle pad around the rear of the horse too middle of saddle pad 

on other side. 

Measurement L: Hip – Loin Straps  

Measure from top of the rump down both sides of the hip to approximately where the 

breeching strap would sit. 

. 
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Measurement H: Horse height  

Measure from the ground to the top of the withers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measurement J: Eyes Width 

Measure distance between eyes  
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Measurement C1: Collar – French Collar Width 

Measurement C2: Collar – French Collar Height 

 
Use of a measurement tool as below: 
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